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QENERAL DEBATE,  CONSIDERATION OF AND ACTION ON DRAFT RESOLUTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY AOENDA ITEMS

REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (chapter III, section U)

Hr. KBeeMBlyllE (Zambia)8 I have.arked  to speak to make a statement on the

question of international security on behalf of the following delegations members

of the frort-line States, namely, Angola, Botswana, Mosambiqrre, Namibia, Tanaania,

Zimbabwe and my own delegation, Zambia,

The importance of the issue of international security has been stressed by the

various delegations which have rpoken before me. For us in the region of southern

Africa this  issue has particular s ignif icance, for in no other region does there

exist a regime that practines  a policy which the whole international community,

through this very Organiaation, has condemned as a crime against humanity.

The violence of m and its adverse consequences on both the people of

South Africa and the countries in the region are well documented. I  s h a l l ,

therefore, not endeavour to enumerate them here. One thing for sure is that the

devastat ing effects  of m in the region will continue long after the demise

o f  rroarfhei8.

As long as aaartheia continues to exist the region and peoples of southern

Africa will never enjoy pence and security, Indeed, no country in southern Africa

has enjoyed total security since its independence1 RR&R.- h a s  s e e n  t o  t h a t .  I t

goes without saying,  therefore, that only the total  dismantl ing of @>rtheid  wil l

remove the threat not only to the peace and security of the southern African region

but also to international peace and security as a whole, And, because the

raison dl8trR of the United Natiorr is the maintenance of international peace and

security,  the United Nations is  net only inexorably l inked to the process  of

dismantling m, but its  involvement should be seen to be act ive.
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In these days of momentous international changes we may be tempted to become

overly optimistic about the prospects for change in South Africa. In the process

we may forget just why and how far we have come to reach the present stage.

Whatever has happened in South Africa could not have taken place without the

internationar pressure exerted on the Government of South Africa. The people of

South Africa on whose behalf the United Nations has mounted the campaign to isolate

South Africa have requested us to maintain the pressure. No less a person than

Mr. Nelson Mandela himself made the appeal for keeping the pressure on South Africa

when he spoke in the Assembly Hall in June this year.

Until the South African Government has set in motion an irreversible process

for dismantling aDartheid, there will be no compelling reason why the United

Nations should pass the not guilty verdict on the rigime. To do so would be to

serve interests other than those of the South African people.

Another aspect to which the front-line States would like to see more attention

paid is the matter of non-military threats to international peace and security.

While the front-line States believe that general and complete disarmament occupies

priority importance in the achievement of international peace and security, they

are convinced as well that poverty will emerge as the biggest non-military threat

to this security.

The signs are already too many and too obvious for us to ignore. We cannot

fully understand crime, disease, drug abuse and other social vices, nor can we find

effective remedies for them outside the context of the eradication of poverty and

underdevelopment. la this regard the United Nations should take a leading role in

seeking effective solutions to the debt problem and the fair management of the

international economic system. For their part the developed countries should

realize that, if the economies of the developing countries remain depressed through

the continuation of unfair trade practices, the growth possibilities of the

. ,,
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raonondor  of  tbo dovolopod  couatrior  wi l l  a l ro  be  l imi ted .  BuZ, even more

important, the l aonomie rtagaatiolr of the developing countries is a time bomb that

will orplodo  aoonor rather than later and ongulf  the developed oountrier ae well.
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Mr. SOWANNAVONQ  (Lao People's Democratic Republic): As this is the

first time I have spoken in the First Committee, allow me to congratulate you, Sir,

on your unanimous election. May I also offer my t:ongratulations to the other
t

members of the Bureau on their election. ^ +

Almost 20 years ago the United Nations adopted resolution 2734 (XXV) of 16

December 1970 - the Declaration on the Strengthening of Inter&tional  Security - on

the initiative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. That Declaration is

considered to have been of paramount significance in creating an atmosphere of

trust and co-operation that would make possible the peaceful solution of any

problems that might arise in international relations.

In recent years we have witnessed profound changes in the world situation.

The cold war has come to an end. Our world is moving towards detente and

co-operation, so that conflicts between States in many fields can be resolved and

dealt with by peaceful means. The international situation is moving from

confrontation to dialogue, and from tension to relaxation of tension. The

rannrochement and co-operation between the two super-Powers, the.Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics and the United States of America, in the sphere of disatlrawrtnt

have created favourable conditions for easing tensions in international relations

and have taken another step towards the strengthening of international security.

In Paris recently President Gorbachev and President Bush, as well as the leaders of

20 other countries from both the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and the

Warsaw Treaty organization, signed the most ambitious arms control treaty in

history, pledging themselves to destroy tens of thousands of tanks, howitaers and

other non-nuclear weapons.

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America have

reached agreement in principle on the partial reduction of strategic nuclear

weapons, and on stopping production of chemical weapons. A reduction of

conventional forces in Europe has also been brought about through negotiation.
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Although the world situation has changed positively, many conflicts and

problem6 in various regions remain and are far from being solved, Worse rtill, a

new and highly eagloaive arisis has ariren in the Persian gulf and may ignite a

dirartrour  war iti the region at any momentr  and the danger of war is increasing

rapidly. Huge stockpiling  and the military build-up, moderniaation  of weapona,  and

continuing nuclear weapon6  tests and researah for military gurpoess  are a threat to

al l  of ~8. Furthermore, overaeaa military banes atill have not been dismantled,

and continue to threaten the sovereignty  and territorial  integrity of  8tatee. In

the economic field, the gag between the developed and the developing oountriea ia

widening, and for many of the latter the heavy burden of foreign debt i8 hampering

their growth and develogmentr  time ir needed to rolve three problema.

Am a country of the Ada Pacific region, the Lao Peogle’r Democratic Republic

attachea  great importance to the security of the region. Together with the

non-aligned countries and other peace- and justice-loving forcer throughout the

world, we have apared  no effort to aChi8ve peaae and dirarmament. We believe that

the Positive change8 in international relations and the new trend6 in Europe will

be reflected in the Ada Pacific region 88 well.

We welcome the efforts made by various parties concerned - including the five

permanent member8 of the lecurity  Council, the co-Chairmen and other participants

in the Patio Conference, aa well aa the Secretary-general and his colleagues - to

resolve the Cambodian conflict. The question ia one of the main focuses of

international public opinion, especially in South-East Asia. We are of the view

that the problem can be solved only by the Cambodians themrelvee, who should make

their contribution to the process through the Supreme National Council on the basis

of the sovereignty, independence, terr i tor ia l  in tegr i ty  and  inv io lab i l i ty ,

neutrality and national unity of Cambodia,
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Ncwadayr in our world political confrontation is being ruperseded  by

partaerahip  and co-operation. Dialogue on a wide range of iesuee is becoming a new

element of peaceful coexistence. The positive changes in political relation6

ahould be translated into better economic relations, particularly in bridging the
.

economic gap between the developed and the developing countries. In that  spirit,

all countries have to intensify their contaats  and dialogue, proceed to an exchange

of viewa,  araiat one another and co-operate with one another in different field8 on

the baeis of resgeat for the principle8 of peaceful coexistence, thereby rerponding

to the earnest aspiration of peoples tire world over to the promotion of global and

durable peace and prosperity for all.

Peace, security and developnent are related to each other. The concept8 of

our politics today are co-operation, interaction and partnership  in facing the

global challenger of combating eoonomic backwardaeas, poverty and soaial

inequality. At the lame time, we cannot solve these problems without stability in

the international  cl imate.  Therefore, it is necessary to co-operate and establirh,

step by rtep, new international orders, both poli t ical  and economia,  thereby

strengthening world peacar security aud development.

We are happy to note that in recent years the United Nations has continued to

play its central role in maintaining world peace and eecurity, and in solving the

many prOblems facing ulr and we expect to see the role of our world Organisation

further strengthened.

I rhould like to reiterate the commitment of the Government of the Lao

People’s Democratic Republic to the principles and purposes of tho Charter of the

United  Nations and to the principles of the many declarations adopted by our

Organiaation for the maintenance of world peace and security and the promotion of

co-operation for  a better l i fe for us al l .
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w. Ap94p (Syr ian  Arab Bepublic)  ( interpretation from Arebic):  The cold

war hair come to an end with ita military alllancer. In the wake of the hintoric

Paris Conference on lecurity  and Co-operation in Europe, the world turned over the

last leaf of the cold war, of disputes and wars. The historic document of the

Paris Conferenae gives UI cause for hope that Europe ir on the threshold of a new

era of co-operation, reconciliation and, lrecurity  complementarity  and the non-u6e

of force in resolving disputea.

A terrible period of divirion and confrontation har come to an end and a new

era of democracy and respect for human right8 , especial ly the right to a rafe

settled exirrtence  and the right to democracy haa dawned.

Rowever, what ha8 taken place in Europe is not sufficient in isself because

thi6 transformation  should embrace the whole world. Otherwise, stability will

continue to be a far-fetched drawn.

The world continues to suffer from the enormous gap between rich and poor

countries. In addition, a great many countries of the south  continue to suffer

under occupation, domination and racial discrimination. We should like to see

international detente embrace all the regions of the globe and thus strengthen the

primacy of law and respect for the obligation8 arising from the United Nations

Charter and United Nations renolutions.

In the Middle East, Israel continues to consider force as the essential

mainrtay  of its expansionirt  pol icy. It continue6 to occupy the West Bank, Gasa,

the Golan Heights and the south of the Lebanon. It continues to commit acts of

aggrereion, annexation and coloniaation and to tighten its grip on the occupied

krab t e r r i t o r i e s . It continues to threaten to wage yet more wars on the Arab

peoples of the region regardless of the fact that the princip’le of the

inadmissibility of acquisition of territory by force is a fundamental principle of

international law and of the United Nations Charter. None the less, Israel
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continues to viola& that  principle. It  rejects  any just  and comprehensive

rolution to the Middle Beat problem through an international peace conference  under

the aegis of the United blations. It continues to do this, despite the m of

the heroic Arab Palestinian  people which has demonstrated to the whole world that

the*oooupation  will not last and that the will of the people will triumph in the

end,

My country’s delegation considers that the United Nations is the appropriate

forum and the appropriate instrument which should be trusted by the international

community to produoe  approp’ &e aolutiona for all iSSUS8 COnCSrnfng  international

peace and security. Article 1 of the Charter very clearly stipulates that the

maintenance of international peace and security requires the adoption of effeotive

collective  measures for the prevention and removal of threats to peace, and to

bring about by peaceful means the aettlament of diaputea and the development of

friendly relations among nations,

My country hOpa that the ending of the cold war will lead to the

strengthening of the role of the United Nations and promote the adoption  of

practical measures that would ensure adherence to the provisions of the Charter.

This would safeguard the sovereignty of states, the ir  terr i tor ia l  in tegr i ty  and

economic independence; ensure the non-use of force and non-uaa of the threat of use

of force8 make possible the resolution of disputes by peaceful meaner protect the

right of all peoples to exercise self-determinations put an end to colonialiam~

eliminate all forma of racial discrimination;  bring about the end of all occupation

and achieve disarmament and the elimination of all weapons of mass destruction, in

particular nuclear and chemical weapons.

The 8yrian Arab Republic has always shown particular interest in the

consolidation of international peace and security. It has also contributed

affectively to the consolidation of peace and co-operation in the region of the
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Mediterranean by participating in adopting all the statements issued by the

Mediterranean non-aligned countries in the meetinga of their miniatera of foreign

affairs, particularly the Brioni Declaration of 1987 and the Algiers Declaration of

1990.

The consolidation of peaae and security and of co-operation in the

Mediterranean region requires the elimination of all hotbeds of tension in the

region, a peaceful solution to all conflicta, respect for the sovereignty of states

and their independence and territorial integrity, non-interfereme in their

internal affairs, the non-use of force or the threat of the use of force, and the

application of the principlea of international law and the United Nations Charter.

On the basis of these cdxcepta , my country continues to work to put an end to

one of the major hotbeds of tension in the world and to achieve a just peace n,d a

comprehensive settlement to the Middle East criaia. We are trying to do so through

the convening of aa rnterr%tional  peace conference with the participation of all

parties involved, inclu~ding the Palestine Liberation Organiaation  and the permanent

members of the Bacurity Council in order to bring about a full Israeli withdrawal

from all occupied Arab territories and guarantee all the legitimate rights of the

Arab Palestinian people.

Mr. (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (interpretation from Arabic): My

delegation has already congratulated youI Mr. Chairman, on your election as

Chairmanship of this important Connnittee,  but nowI as we are moving towards the end

o f  t h i s  aeaaion, I should like co express the great appreciation of my country’s

delegation for the very effective and competent manner in which you have conducted

proceedings in this Conunittee. As a result of that, we have attained the desired

f r u i t f u l  r e s u l t s . My long-standing confidence in your skills and your abilities,

as demonstrated by tha prominent role you have played both in the Gecurity  Council

and in the United Nations system as a whole assured me of the aucceau of our work
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Jmahiriva)

in this Committee. I base that on our co-operation over the years. As a member of

the non-aligned group, may we say that we are very proud of you.

I should now like to discuss paragraph 68, which concerns the Mediterranean

basin to which my country belongs, given the fact that our coast is the longest on

the Mediterranean.
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This important atrategia area la one of tha moat l onmitive in the world, And

the moat tense. Conaequentlyr  i t  i8 o u r  COllOOtiV8 r8sponaibility a s  a  w o r l d

aoranunity  to do everything we can to turn the Mediterranean region into a aone of

peso8 in the service o f  mankind. The Mediterranean region has always  been at the

crossroads of the culture and acienae  of many aontinenta,

At the present time, the Mediterranean is an area of great tension as a result

of an abnormal situation in the raetern part of its basin, This is largely due to

the occupation o f  the territory of Palestine by th8 Uonirt rdgime, and the policy

of aggreaaion against and oaaupation  of Arab territorieo which that rdgime

pursue;. Dai in and day out we witness air raids against Lebanon. Day in and day

out we witneaa the manifsatationa of the poliay of persecution, oppreraion  and

killing that is being pursued againat the PaleStinian  people.

The Israeli threat is not confined to the eastern Mediterranean  8lone. It has

Spread to North Africa, Israeli planes have bombed Tunisia and its capital,

Tunis, Over the past few months, the Mediterranean haa alao been used a8 a firing

range for Israeli  miaaile teats, One of those miaailea foil near the Libyan coast.

The effects of the tension are not confined to the eastern Mediterranean. I t

har spread to the entire basin and, consequently, threatens international peace and

aeaurity. In addition, several foreign flotillaa now ride tha waver of the

Mediterranean. Borne of those navier are from outside the region, This poses a

threat  t o  tihe aecurityr  s tab i l i ty  and  s a f e t y  of  t h e  8tat88 of  the  region.  Not  long

ago, my country was a victim of aggreaaion. You may recall that other countries in

the area have also been victims of aggreaaion.

Peace and security in the Mediterranean are also threatened by the feet that

in the past the Mediterranean was the scene of confrontation between v*.rioua major

Powers. Military bases consequently proliferated in the region. The
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non-aligned countries have spared no effort in working for peace in the

Mediterranean and have striven for the withdrawal of all foreign fleets. My

country, in co-operation with other States, managed to help Malta rid itself of

military bases. Indeed, we have supported Malta's efforts to transform its economy

by helping that country to end the dependence of the Maltese economy on military

bases and rely on its own resources and the support of its neighbours.

My country was one of the States which signed a document with Malta that

respects Malta's sovereignty and its non-aligned status. We now consider Malta to

be a country that plays a prominent role in the maintenance of the Mediterranean

region's security. The convening of the non-aligned countries* first meeting in

Malta was proof of that.

The failure to resolve the problem of Cyprus also affects safety and security

in the Mediterranean. We have always called for and tried to find a solution to

that problem so as to guarantee the independence, unity and non-aligned status of

the island by resolving the conflict between the two parties to the dispute.

Despite the tension in the Mediterranean region, various attempts have been

made by its countries to bring about co-operation and understanding. Several

conferences have been held, the most recent of which were those between the

countries of North Africa and certain European countries of the western

Mediterranean. There was a conference in Rome which produced good results. The

countries of North Africa also held a meeting in Brussels with a group of European

Economic Community countries at the ministerial level, with a view to promoting

co-operation between Europe and North Africa as well as between Europe and other

Mediterranean countries.
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One of the reaaoaa of our aoaaera regarding the preuw.co  of navie~~~  and

military bare8 a8 well as the continuing military manoeuvreb  in the Mediterranean

ir that the Mediterranean  has been polluted a8 a result of all thir, to the

detriment of the whole region, Although several timely teahnical  conferences have

been held in an attempt to addrear the problem of pollution, wo believe that a

political solution to the problem ir needed, We had hoped, and continue to hope,

that the end of the confrontation between the two military blocr and the rerultant

dhnte in Europe will help bring about a similar d&ante in the Mediterratrean that

would lead to the wir;hdrawal  of foreign fleet8 and the diemantling of military

The recurity  of the Mediterranean barin bar alwaye boon linked to the security

of Europa, The Mediterranean region and North Africa in particular haw been the

thoatro of military ogorationr between the European countrier. My country ruffored

a great deal a8 a result of that confrontation. Even to thir day wo rtill face the

prOblOm of the minor planted in Libya’r aoil during the Soaond  World War,

erpocially  in the area8 which were contertod  by the Axir countrier and the Allier,

We have loot thourande  of victim8 because of those miner. The contioued menace of

the mine8 haa had an adverrrr impact on our economy and our growth. Conrequently

Libya’8  security ie directly related to the eeaurity of the Mediterranean, We have

welcomed and followed clorely  all of the European conference8 held in Hetlrinki and,

rroent ly ,  in  Paria. Obviously  we euggort the reeolution8 of the Parir  Conferenoe,

However, we do not accept that the reourity of the whole world is the reourity of

Europe alone. The security of the world ie one and indivirible,  especially with

regard to the Mediterranean region.
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We have called persistently for a nuclear-weapons-free Mediterranean. All the

Mediterranean States are signatories of the international agreements regarding the

prohibition of the acquisition and use of nuclear weaponsr with the single

exception of the Israeli Government , which has persistently refused to commit

itself to any such international convention. Israel continues to produce nuclear

weapons without any international control and that, of course, aggravates the

threats to the security of the region.

The existence of other weapons of mass destruction also affects the

Mediterranean region. My country has always declared, both at the Paris Conference

on Chemical Weapons and in the United Nations, that we are prepared to adhere to an

international agreement that would completely eliminate weapons of mass destruction

from the Mediterranean region. We strongly supported President Mubarak's proposal

to turn the Mediterranean region into a sane free of biological, chemical and

nuclear weapons. We hope the United Nations will adopt the necessary measures in

that respect.

The security of tbe Mediterranean can be established only through the

co-operation of all the coastal countries of the Mediterranean. Such co-operation

will be possible only if we resolve the fundamental problem that faces us, namely

the problem of Palestine, and enable the Palestinian people to exercise their right

to self-determination, to return to their territory and to create their state on

the national soil. The resolution of the Palestinian problem will contribute

directly to the achievement of peace and security in the Mediterranean region.

Co-operation between the region's coastal Countries will do the same*

Co-operation has already begun between the countries of North Africa and

European countries of the north Mediterranean and this too should be viewed as an

important contribution.
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We are very concerned about what ie happening in the Mediterranean baain. The

security of the Mediterranean region ir not merely a regional question, but an

international one. For that reason, we will co-operate with all the Mediterranean

countries and, in particular , with the non-aligned  countries in whore meetings we

have partioigated, in trying to establish peace and eeourity la the region and turn

the Mediterranean region into a aone of peace in the service of international

communications that would be free of military confrontation and tension.

M t . .  (Cyprufd a It is indeed a great pleasure to addrerrr  the

Committee under your chairmanship, Sir,

The itemb under coneideration  by the Committee today are one8 to which my

delegation attache6 particular importanae, aa it haa done for many yearn,

In fact, those amongst the member8 of the Committee who are veterans will

remember the elderly Ambaerador of Cyprue,  the late Zenon  Roeeides. He dedicated

himself to the work of thir Committee and particularly to international security,

disarmament and the role of the United Nations. He war a firm believer in the

imperative need of co-operation for oolleative aeourity  in the common interests of

peace and survival. He felt - and I quote from his book entitled ‘*International

Security, Dirarmsment  and the Role of the United Nations” - that:

“to build collective rreeurity, our primary concern should be to reatore to the

United Nations it@ intended effectiveneea, am required by the Charter”.

He was also of the opinion that

“the founders of the United Nations, in their wisdom and foresight, provided

in the Charter for a rrecurity ay(ltem, rest ing on the effective implementaticn

of the decisions of the Security Council, through enforcement action6 where

necessary. This system constitutes the central axis around which the whole

atructuro of the United Nations revolves.”
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When Ambassador Rossides raised these issues many years ago, there were those

who brushed them aside as being out of touch with reality. Today, in the face of

the changing international political landscape, his words and ideals have been

fully vindicated and are very much in tune with reality.

The effective end of the cold war and, with it, bloc politics has shifted

attention to the urgent need for a collective security system where we unite our

strength to maintain international peace and security. We are at last seeing

recognition of the fact that the development of a system of international security

is, and remains, the primary responsibility of the United Nations under the

Charter. In the declaration in the Final Document of the first special session of

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament it was stated that

**Enduring  international peace and security cannot be built on the accumulation

. of weaponry by military alliances nor be sustained by a precarious balance of

deterrence or doctrines of strategic superiority. genuine and lasting peace

can only be created through the effective implementation of the security

system provided for in the Charter of the United Nations aad the speedy and

substantial reduction of arms and armed forces”. (S-10/2. nara. 12)

The recent spate of both nuclear and conventional arms reduction agreements,

the revolutionary changes taking place in Europe , and the reunification of Germany,

as well as the move by the two super-Power8 and their military blocs from the

cold-war posture of distrust and confrontation to dialogue and co-operation, have

given us all the hops thar; peace will in fact be the order of the day. We welcome

these positive changes a8 well an the recent impetus towards solving regional

conflicts through peaceful means and the more prominent role played by the Wnited

Nation8 in this respect.
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There is no doubt that the euphoria created by the dawning of a new era was

dealt its first serious blow with the Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait.

This crisis, however, has brought to the fore a United Nations that is determined

not to stand silent and inactive in the face of flagrant violations of

international law and the Charter which thereby threaten international peace and

security. The collective message that United Nations Security Council resolutions

are binding and must be implemented is one with which my delegation agrees and

which it wholeheartedly endorses. It was in fact on the initiative of Cyprus that

the General Assembly inscribed the item "Review of the implementation of the

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security*' on the agenda of the-

thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. Cyprus, having suffered both an

invasion and continued occupation by a larger , militarily more powerful State,

considers that-the time is now ripe for serious consideration of the significance

of Security Council resolutions in particular and United Nations resolutions in

general and as a whole, and for the search for ways to ensure their transformation

from mere words into deeds.
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A word of oaution rhould, howevrr,  bo offored hoto. I f  the aollootive

international  moral  ooaroienoo  that  ham shown Ptrrelf  in  tbo gulf orieir ir to be

transformed into a permanent effeotive foroe to be reokonrd  with, then the oall for

the implementation of United Nation8 rerolutionr must bo applied to all orimr. To

quote from a rtatement delivered by t&e Winirter of Foreign Affairo  of the Republic

of Cyprus, Mr. Qeorge Iaoovou, in New York on 3 Ootober 1990:

“In the new world order that we are rerolved to build, thora aaa be no

selective applioution  of principlea, nor releotive implementation of

rerolutions  .I’

I do not believe that the international aommunity  wirher to appear to be condemning

aggression in one case and aondoning, through inaotion , other cares of aggression.

All Security Council re8olutiona carry sgual weight, for they are all binding. Or

i s  i t  t h a t - to paraphrare Qeorge Orwell, i n  w - a l l  resolutionr  a r e

binding, but some are more binding than others?

The President of the Republic of Cyprus, Mr. Qaorge  Varriliou,  atated recently

at the awnmit meeting of the Conference oa Security and Co-operation in Europe

(CSCE)  i n  Paris:

@@Aa a small State, our first and mart urgent oonoern  in security, Small

States cannot depend for their security on their own defensive capabilities.

They are more dependent than powerful States on the eurtounding  environment

and its atability, on the rule6 and principlea  of international law and, molrt

of all, on the determination of the conununity  of State6  to uphold and defend

these prinoipler.  ”

In my delegation’s fitrt rtatement before the Committee  we laid that the

international community was mesmerised by the rpeed and level of change that the

international political architecture was undergoing. There fr no more rhining
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example of this than events that have been witnessed in Europe over the last 12

months. Cyprus welcomes the positive events in Eastern and Central Europe, as well

as the disarmement agreements culminating in the sfgning in Paris last week

following 20 months of negotiations in Vienna, Of the first Treaty on the reduction

of conventional armed forces in Europe. The halting and reversing of the armaments

race, both in the nuclear and in the conventional field, augurs well for the

prospects of a collective security system.

The challenge that awaits us now is no longer to overcome the division that

existed for so long between East and West in Europe, but to enhance and augment

European unity and security through co-operation. Cyprus, as an active participant

in the CSCE process, will continue to play its part in the reali2ation of this

objective. As a Mediterranean European country, Cyprus has twin reasons to watch

very closely the unfolding of security developments in Europe.

The security of Europe and that of the Mediterranean are undeniably linked.

The ripple effect of conflict in one region is felt in the other. Conversely, the

positive developments in one region should also spread to the other region. This

principle of the interdependence of the two regions was recogniaed in the Helsinki

Final Act of 1975. The applicability of this - particularly the Mediterranean

chapters - as well as of the Madrid and Vienna follow-up meetings, maintains its

significance and importance for the States of the Mediterranean.

It is in this context that the Republic of Cyprus continues to be alarmed at

the persistent conflicts and tensions in the region. Whether it is a matter of the

Gulf crisis, the Middle East conflict, the question of Palestine, the situation in

f.,ebano& or the continued occupation of part of the territory of the Republic of

Cyprus by Turkey, peace and security in the region ia eluding us* For our part,

the Government of the Republic of Cyprus rscogniaes and'believes that a

,gmilltarized Cyprus can contribute substantially to peace And security in the
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Mediterranean and in Europe and to international peace and security in the wider

context. I take this opportunity to reaffirm our commitment to the total

demilitariaation  of the Republic of Cyprurr upon the withdrawal of the Turkish

occupation forces. A solution to the Cyprus problem i6 long overdue. The

secretary-General himself recently recogniaed  this when he uaid at the Parim rummit
meeting only last week:

“The persintence  of this problem, despite my oontinuour  efforta,  is

incongruoue  with the attention given to and the drive toward8 peace-making

demonstrated at this time.**

The Secretary-General’s ringling  out in Parir of the Cyprus problem aa a European

one is clear evidence of the inextricable link between Europe and the

Mediterranean. The Government of the Republic of Cyprus 18 firmly committed to a

just and viable negotiated settlement of the Cyprus problem baaed on the Charter

and the relevant resolution8 of the United Nationa. Cyprus must not be allowed to

remain a symbol of the confrontational past and an anachronism in a period when

progress towards dialogue and peace is gaining momentum. We want to ahed the image

of a forcibly divided island in favour of a united one, for the benefit of all

Cypriots.

My delegation welcomes and embraces the proposal8 for the convening of a

conference on security and co-operation in the Mediterranean. We believe that such

a conference should take as its inspiration the experiences of the CSCE proceaa,

both in substance and in procedure. We envisage  that co-operation in the economic

and social fields, protection of the environment and culture would be among the

main issues to which a future conference would address itself. We believe that a

Mediterranean document broadly on the lines of the Helsinki Final Act is needed,

setting out the principles that would guide relations among the Mediterranean

states.
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The non-aligned countries of the Mediterranean have made, and are continuing

to make, a significant contribution to the rtrengthening of seourity and

co-operatLon  in the Mediterranean, The Algiers Meeting, in June 1990, at which the

non-aligned countries of the Mediterraneaa  expressed their support for the

convening of a conference on security and co-operation in the Mediterranean, was a

further example of the readiosss of the countries of the region to co-operate,

thereby increasing mutua: understanding and trust and in turn promoting atability,

security and peace in the region.

My delegation also fully recognises and welcomes the outaome of the meeting of

Ministers of Foreign Affair8 of the 10 countries of the western Mediterranean, held

in Rome in October 1990, which outlined the desire to establish P new model of

relations in the Mediterranean region. Co-operation between the countries of the

region wan exprersed  both in Rome and in the important meeting held in

Palma de Mallorca in September-October 1990. The significance of this meeting

cannot be ovorstressed as for the f rr8t time itr participants included all the

Mediterranean countries not participating in the CSCE. The central theme emerging

from a11 the meetings was widespread agreement on a Mediterranean conference. We

believe, further, that the process should begin sooner  rather than later.

The Permanent Representative of Malta. Mri berg Olivier, ruccintly expressed

the sentiments of my delegation in his statement before the Committee on

26 November, when he said:

*‘besides enhancing security through arms limitation and disarmament measures,

wnat will have an important bearing on security 1~ the Mediterranean in the

future is the elimination of disparities  in the levels of social and economic

development.... Regional military security must complement and not replace

economic, humanitarian and environmental security.** (AG.1/45/PV.44, p.a)
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I must again bring to the fore the necessity for the early implementation of

the agreements reached at the CSCE meeting at Palma de Mallorca. With Europe

rapidly transforming itself into au area of peace through dialogue and co-operation

in formulating shared approaches to tackling common problems, there exists the

opening and opportunity to convert the Mediterranean into a sea of peace and

prosperity.

In ending, I wish to recount again the central argument of the late

Ambassador Bossides concerning the need for co-operation for collective security in

the common interest of peace and survival. Each and every State, large or small,

can contribute to the furtherance of this through collective effort. Similarly,

every time aggression is resorted to by one State against another, international

peace and security is further threatened. We each have a responsibility, both

individually and collectively, to restore to the Organization its intended role and

effectiveness, with the community of nations defending right over might and peace

and security for all.
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m. m (Ukrainian 8oviet Sooialiat  Republio)  (interpretation from

Rumian): Two deoader ago the United Natioar General Aarembly adopted the

Dealaration on the Strengthening  of International  Seaurity.  The Deolaration

ooatainr 27 operative paragrapha , every one of whioh retain6 it8 relevaaae to the

preamnt  day - itr relevanar i n  rrrpoat  of reaff irming that  States murt ful ly

rerpeat the sovereignty of other States and the right of peopleo  to determine their

own dostiaier,  free of external intervention and that every State has the duty to

refrain from the threat or use of fora*] recogniring the need for effeotivr

mearurer # in aaaordanoe with the Charter, to prevent and remove t'hreatr to peace

and to suppress acts of aggrosrions~  and oalling  for the aessation  and reversal of

the nuolear &d aonventional arms raae. Of oourae,  the Declaration also recogniaes

the primaay of the aommitmente of Member8 of the United Nations under the Charter

and reaffirm6 the universal  and unaonditional  val idity of the purporea  and

prinaipler  of the Charter ae a ba8ir  of relation8  among States. These are the

thing8 to whiah we refer when, today, we talk about the primaay of international

law.

All theme provisions of the Declaration have stood the teat of time and

retained their relevance. Many of them were further developed in numerous

proporalr  o f  varioulr  Staterr. In all of them a particular and central role lo

aurigned  to the United Nation8 qnd to the Charter of this world Organiaation.  We

could point to various initiatives to enaourage  a comprehensive approach to the

s’;rengthening  of international peace and security, encompassing all arpecta  of the

problem - po l i t i ca l ,  mi l i tary ,  eCOnOmiCI  scientific, technolog ica l ,  eco log ica l  and

s o c i a l  - as well aa to views concerning the role o i the United Nstions and of

intewnational  OrgadSatiOIIS  connected with it in an interdependent world and views

on the strengthening of the preventive function8 of the United Nstfons which have

already been developed in proposals made by other States.
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In this regard the Soviet Union and the United States have taken large-scale

joint initiatives concerning the strengthening of international peace and security

and international co-operation in all its aspects, in accordance with the United

Nations Charter and responsibility for peace and security in a changing world

supported in the United Nations.

Recently, significant positive changes have taken place in the international

situation as a whole and in the attitude of many countries towards the resolution

of existing and emerging problems. This is happening against a backdrop of new

international approaches, which - on the basis of shared creativity and

development, the rights and freedoms of the individual, universal ideals and

values, freedom of choice and a variety of types of social development, in

conditions of peace and security, for countries and peoples - are shifting from the

area of studies and theory into the sphere of State policy. That concept assumes

the rejection of opposition by force and confrontation in favour of a peaceful

search for mutually acceptable decisions through negotiation and the total

rejection of the us+ of force.

Security must be achieved through political and legal methods, and not through

military solutions to existing or emerging problems. Rejection of the threat or

use of force must become the rule of the international community and a principle of

international contacts.

On the guestion of ensuring political security, it would be difficult to

overestimate the role of the United Nations as a genuine world political centre.

T'he United Nations ha8 already, on many occasions, demonstrated its enormous

potential in this regard. Suffice it to recall the settlements in respect of

Namibia and Nicaragua, the very important efforts tb resolve the Afghan and

Cambodian problems - processes that are not entirely complete - the Organiaation's
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’ aonttibution to mobilization  of aation to rebuff the Iraqi aggroarioa  aqainrt

Kuwait, and a number of other aahiovemeatr.

Moreover, there im great potential to enhanae  the role of the United Natioar

further by inareasing the effeatLvrnear of its struatv.re and mrahanieme - above

all, the Seaurity Council - with a view to preventing the emergenor of aonfliat

rrituationa  or aahieving  politiaal eottlements to there that do emerge.

In the rghere  of military reaurity,  in our view, there ir now a need for

alorer involvomaat by the United Nationr  ia the dirarmament groaore and a need to

expand the Organisation’s  peaae-keeping  operations.

Of great.rignifiaanoe in the aontext  of rerolving the poli t ical  aqmata  of

sraurity  are the proassres taking plaae in Europe - the unifiaation  of Germany, the

adoption of the Parie Charter for a New Europe, the planned institutionalioation  of

the general European proae8ar the ertablirhment of joint rtruaturea for security in

Europe. The Patio  rummit  meeting of Staten partiea to the Confermar  on Security

and Co-operation in Europe ha8 great 8ignifiasuae. Ite rreults  demonstrate  t h a t

the era of oonfrontation  and divirion on the oontineat  haa come to an end. The

aold war, which at times threatened to develop into a hot war, ha8 ended. A solid

foundation ha8 been laid for the oonrtruotion of a new Europe. Europe ir

confidently entering a new era of democracy, peace and unity, in which the aucceas

of all will be baaed on economic freedom, social jurtice and equal eeourity.

In his mersaqe to the partierr  to the Parir meeting, the Chairman of the

Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR,  Mr. Kravahuk , noted, among other thinga,

“The Ukraine ia a major EUrOpean  State, The history of the culture of the

Ukraine is an integral part of European oivilination. Ae one of the founding

State8 of the United Nationa,  and aa a participant in the poet-war peaceful

erttlement in Europe, the Ukraine, together with other Statea, ie ready and
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able to bear responsibility for ensuring peace and the development of

international co-operation in Europe."

That is our approach, and it is based on the provision of the Declaration on

State Sovereignty of the Ukraine, which proclaims that the Ukrainian SSB is a fully

fledged participant in international contacts, is actively promoting the

strengthening of general peace and international security and is participating

directly in the general European process and in European structures.

Thus the Ukraine, on the basis of its Declaration of State Sovereignty,

intends to play an important role in building a common European home, in

strengthening peace and in developing good-neighbourly relations between States on

the basis of principles of humanism and democracy.

The Ukraine attaches great significance to the dynamic development of direct

relations of various kinds with bordering States. For example, in October this

pear the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Ukraine and of Poland signed a

declaration on principles in major areas for the development of Ukrainian-Polish

relations. That Declaration laid a solid basis for the active development of

Political, diplomatic. consular, trade, economic, social and cultural ties.

Intensive dialogue is taking place with Hungary and with other neighbouring

countries. The Ukraine's ties with the Russian Federation have a particular role

to play. The Treaty signed recently by the Heads of the two Republics, which

regulates bilateral relations, is an important event to them as sovereign, equal

States.
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The aoaurity of Water ia guaraateod not by a maximum build-up of woagonr  but

indeed on the aoatrary by a minimally low level of weaponor  by teatrioting military

potential to limit8 of reaaoaeblo, that la dofenaive,  l uffiaienay, where each aide

has every poaaibility to defend itrelf but doer not have the oapability to attaak

othera. The way to military aeaurity 1100  through disarmament.

In thia area alao, aigrrifiaant  roaultr  have roaently  been aahj.eved:  the

implementation  of the Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and

Shorter-Ranga Mireiler# the aigaing of the Soviet-Ameriaaa  agreement on destroying

ahemiaal weaponar the European oowatrior  aro implementiag many unilateral

disarmament meaaurrar  and the long-awaited agreement haa been l ignod on the

reduation of oonventional armod foraoa and arma in Europe. There la a need for

more aotivo involvement of the United Nationa to ensure continuity, order and the

global nature of the dirarmameat  prooeaar tha t  la, to enauro tha t  it enaompaaaes

all typo8 of weapon8 and armed foraoa and ptOvidO8 aa opportunity to all aountries

to partialpate in it.

The aignifiaanoe  of the non-military aomponentr  of aeaurity is alao growing,

Extremely relevant now in our view waa the aolution to serious economic, ecological

and medioal problema,  problomr of raiontifia  and technical dovalopment,  which are

fraught with very aerioua oonaequencea. Social and humanitarian problem8 are

indeed riomentoua.

In public life them rhould  be a reaffirmation of the ultimate primacy of

universal  human valuer, the priority of international law, fundamental human rights

and freedoma. One of the baaia objeativea of the United Nation8 Decade of

International Law ahould be the eatabliahment of international law aa a baaia for

peaceful relation8 in the port-confrontation period. Here, in our view, a great
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role can be played by the United Nations as a universal centre where the positions

of States are agreed upon and methods are worked out to resolve these global

problems.

In the complex mosaic of the problem of strengthening international security

an 'important place belongs to the region of the Mediterranean Sea. The

Ukrainian SSR as a Black Sea State and consequently also as a Mediterranean State

is interested in seeing broad dialogue and interaction between all States of the

region to transform it into a zone of stable peace, security and co-operation. The

military-political situation in the Mediterranean region could be improved. On the

rest of the European continent we can see an improvement in the international

situation, a departure from confrontation, a strengthening of trust among States

and a beginniq of disarmament processes, but the Mediterranean Sea still remains a

focus of intense Middle East conflict, an area of a continuing arms race, which

threatens to spread throughout the region nuclear, chemical and other types of

sophisticated weapons, in particular, powerful missiles. Here major naval strike

units are still deployed.

Such a threatening situation in the region clearly could be defused by the

implementation of the proposals made by the Soviet Union for a stage-by-stage

demilitarization of the Mediterranean Sea. A beginning here could be a freeze on

the numbers of Soviet and American ships, the naval potential of these countries,

and the introduction of agreed upon quantitative limits, an exchange of information

concerning military exercises, the sending of ships, and then a full and

simultaneous withdrawal from the Mediterranean of American and Soviet warships.

Extremely careful study should be given to the proposals of several countries

of the region concerning the withdrawal from the Mediterranean of all far%iga bases

and fleets and a reduction of naval activity to a minimally necessary level. In
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this region too, to strength%n security, non-military factors are extremely

important: a comprehensive development of regional co-operation in the areas of

the economyI transportation, tourism, culture# science and technology. This would

lead to a reaffirmatioa of trust among peoples who inhabit th% Mediterranean region

and a lowering of the level of confrontation among States. Ecological problems are

an important  element of security in the Mediterranean and are extremely s%rioas.

The meeting held recently within the context of the Conference on Security and

Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) in Palma de Majorca was extremely useful for

stimulating the socio-economic development of countries of the region, the

protection of ecosystems, th% biosphere and the natural resources of the

Medherranean. The speedy implementation of the recommendations of that meeting

wodld allow for the strengthening of security and improved co-operation in the

region which is of great significance for international security in rSurope and in

*3e world as a whole. The Ukrainian SSR is ready actively to participate in

constructive efforts in this area.

The Ukrainian SSB is convinced that active dissemination of ideas of peaceful

co-operation and mutually advantageous development of all States and peoples of the

planet is playing a great role in establishing a new world order, in the formation

of a spiritual and moral basis for a non-violent, safe world, a solid syst%m  of

international security. The raaffirmatioa and people's awareness of the

inalienable right to life in the world as a fundamental universal human value is

one of the most important elements of the coacept of new political thinking. The

basis of that concept is the primacy of un$versal human values, freedom of choice,

repudiation of confrontation as a basis for foreign policy, a total renunciation of

the us% of force, demilitarization and disarmament. There is a rejection of

obsolete concepts and d%SignS , a wish to see everything in black and white. Thus
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the provisions of the Declaration on the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace

are being implemented.

The Ukrainian SSR attaches great significance to the dissemination of ideas of

friendship, good-neighbourliness and mutually beneficial co-operation in conditions

of peaceful developmentr mutual understanding and respect for the integrity and

unique character of all peoples. A significant expansion of contacts among people

on the whole promotes the implementation of the ideas of friendship and peace and

clearly dispels the antiguated stereotypes of the enemy, promotes a strengthening

of mutual trust and the establishment of normal human relations. Article 67 of the

Constitution of the Ukrainian SSR states:

**The international duty of a citizen of the Ukrainian SSR is to promote the

development of friendship and co-operation with peoples of other countries to

mpport and strengthen universal peace."

The popularioation and propagation of these principles is considered in the

Republic as an important objective and they play a very important role in the

entire system of upbringing, training aad education.

An important role in reaffirming in people's awareness the idea of the right

to live in peace is played by public organisations  in the Ukraine, such as the

Ukrainian Bepublic Peace Committee, the Ukrainian Association to Advance the United

Wations. established last yearr the Ecological Association, Green World, the

Gxmnittee of Youth Organiaations and others. For example, the measures carried out

by the Ukrainian Peace Committee are w%ll known and include walks, marches and

cruises for peace. The association, Journalists for Peace, established with that

Committee, the groupr Travels for Peace , and the human rights associations are very

active in th% Ukraine. A great deal of attention is being paid in our Republic to
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bringing up the growing generation in a spirit of peace, peaceful co-operation and

internationalism. The clubs of international friendship are now widespread as is

the practice of having Ukrainian high school and college students travel abroad for

study and study tours with return visits of their contemporaries to Ukrainian

schools, institutes of higher learning, pioneer and youth camps.

Rvery year on 1 September there are lessons on peace in schools, technical

institutes and vocational schools. These and other such undertakings promote the

bringing up of Ukrainian youth in a spirit of the ideals of peace and co-operation,

mutual understanding and gooP aeighbourliness. Thus, inasmuch as it attaches great

significance to implementation of the principles of the Declaration on the

Preparationof Societies for Life in Peace, the Ukrainian SSR is undertaking all

possible measures to implment them and considers it extremely important to make

new collective efforts aimed at strengthening peace and internatfonar  security,

once and for all eliminating the thread of war. Here the role of the United

Nations is invaluable as a link which can organize and co-ordinate these efforts.

The Ukrainian SSB is actively co-operating with the United Nations for this purpose

and is ready to continue to develop such interaction in tbe future.
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Mr. ItO- (Yugoslavia): On behalf of the group of countries

consisting  of Algeria, Bangladesh, Cuba, Egypt, India, Indoneria,  Madagarcar,

Malaysia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Yugoslavia, I have the honour to introduce draft

resolution A/C. 1/45/L. 66.

Proceeding from the rignifioant  ohanges  in international relations that have

taken place in the period mince our last aeonion, the rponsors  of thie draft

reoolution point  out  in particular their  positive consequencear  manifested firat

and foremort  in the cermation of the aold war, the creation of a nowI more

diversified  relationahig  between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republioa  and the

United State8 of America, new developments in Europe, and the progress made in

dealing with aome regional crirer,

At the oame  time, the rponaors  recognise  that despite all positive

development8 problem8 continue to exist which threaten international peace and

security and the solution of which calla for additional effort8 by all. In this

context the eponrore emphariae that the rtrengthening of international seourity  and

the maintenance of international peace do not depend only on the rolution  of

criaee, on the prevention of the use of force or on dinarmament,

In the opinion of the aponeora, international peace and security are allro

dependent on the solution  of other important global problems that continue to beset

the current international  s i tuation. These include the problems of development,

the difficult economic rituationrr  in developing countries, the environment, respect

for human righte, and so on* In this  connection,  the draft  resolution stresses the

responsibility of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and

the strengthening of security, and the need for the strengthening of the

Organization’s role in the changed international circumstances.

We believe that the solution of such a broad complex of problems call8 for a

concentrated and COmprehensiV8 approach at the multilateral level, particularly
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within the frmowotk  of the United Natioar. Thin would bring about reapeat for the

prinoipler and the attainment of the goalr l nrhrined in the Charter of our

Organiratiou in the bert porrible way.

?inally, I rhould like to draw attention to a typographical error in the draft

rorolution. In the reooad line of operative paragraph 5 the word *‘limitation”

rhould read ~081imiaation~g.

In ~~a~lu~iou, let me l ⌧prsrr the l xpeatatioa of the sponrora that the draft

rerolution will bo rupported by the great majority oi the oountrier repre#Iented  in

the General Aarembly.


